Letter/sound list #6/Kindergarten

Student:  
Teacher:  
School:  
Date:  
Grade:  
Examiner:  

# attempted  
# of errors  
# read correctly

Instructions
I want you to tell me the sounds for these letters (show practice page and run finger down each column). For example, this says /s/, this says /b/, this says /a/ (point to each letter). Start when I say “begin.” If you have trouble with a sound, I’ll tell it to you. You will have one minute.

Do you have any questions? Do your best. (Turn the page to the letters list). Put your finger on the first letter.

Begin.

s  x  
m  u  
p  n  
d  y  
f  t  
j  g  
b  o  
k  h  
z  r  
i  q  
a  c  
w  v  
e  l

(Use when child goes through list a second time)
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